WEB: www.yugocar-adventure.com
EMAIL: info@yugocar-adventure.com
FACEBOOK: YUGOcar adventure
INSTAGRAM: yugocaradventure
TWITTER: YUGOcar adventure
Cell / Whatsapp / Viber:
Antonija +385912434025
Teo +385981930735

ALL OF OUR TOURS ARE PRIVATE TOURS!
CHANGES ARE POSSIBLE UPON YOUR REQUEST!

Operated by: AB TRAVEL TURISTIČKA AGENCIJA, obrt za turističke i druge djelatnosti,
Vl. Antonija Buntak; Silvija Strahimira Kranjčevića 15, 10000 Zagreb;
OIB: 28904154091 , MB: 97596639
Prices are final (incl tax) and are in HRK (KN - Croatian kuna) and in EURO.
Minimum guest age for our tours is 12 years.

YUGO & THE CITY
If you arrive in Zagreb and want to have a sightseeing tour combining the city's
attractions with an adventure – this is a tour for you! Our licensed local guides will show
you all the best Zagreb has to offer while driving a Yugo car!
You will admire one of a kind roof of St. Mark’s church and our cathedral – the highest
building in the city. Also, you'll get to find out what Nikola Tesla was doing in Zagreb
back in 1892, check if our members of Parliament arrived at work on time and drive
around the Green horseshoe!
Our city tour is 45 minutes long and covers the attractions in the city center: The Upper
Town Gradec (St Mark's church, Stone Gates, Lotrščak tower, Parliament and
Government buildings, City hall, St Catherine church) and Kaptol (Cathedral area) and
parts of the Green horseshoe.

PRICE FROM 16 EUR PER PERSON!

City tour ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 360,00 KN or €48
*Listed prices are PER CAR, max 3 guests in one car.
*Included in the price: experienced driver – local guide; all car expenses (petrol, parking)

YUGO & THE SOCIALIST CITY
Have you ever wondered how it was to live in Zagreb and Yugoslavia back in the 70s and
80s? If you have, now you’ll get a chance to experience it! Our limousine, the one and
only – YUGO, will drive you around Zagreb showing what still remains from the previous
system. Did you know that Zagreb has the biggest apartment building in this part of
Europe called The Mammoth and that it’s still a home for 5000 people? Or, that the
Lisinski concert hall hosted the last Eurovision song contest Yugoslavia competed in?
Let’s discover those giant concrete buildings, factories and statues. Let's listen to music
with open windows and taste some sweets and drinks that haven't changed since the
80s!
Yugos are already in the first gear, ready to take you back to their younger days!
Duration of this tour is approx. 2,5 hrs. and covers: New Zagreb area (The Mammoth,
Zagreb fair, Newlyweds park, Sava river bridges); The Cube – former headquarters of the
Communist party, Lisinski concert hall, Croatian television headquarters, The Rockets,
Cibona complex, Intercontinental hotel and many others.

PRICE FROM 42 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 940,00 KN or €125 (315,00 KN or €42 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 825,00 KN or €110 (410,00 KN or €55 per person)
Total price for one traveler - 720,00 KN or €96

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol,
parking); 80s treats and drinks

YUGO & A HAUNTED HOSPITAL
This tour is a combination of our “Yugo and the City” tour with a drive up Medvednica
mountain to its highest peak, Sljeme.
Before setting off for this exciting drive, we’ll get to see the highlights of the historic
Zagreb city center (Upper town).
Minutes after admiring the National theater and the roof of St.Mark's church, we’ll start
the drive up the 1031 meters (3.382 feet) high mountain, which is also a protected
nature park. At one point, we’ll turn off the road to explore the hidden deserted hospital
Brestovac, once specialized in tuberculosis and lung diseases. The Brestovac Sanatorium
is the best hidden gem of the mountain, and still haunted by the souls of the greatest
love story Zagreb has ever had.
On the way back, we’ll enjoy some relaxing time with a cup of coffee or tea at one of the
charming mountain lodges.
Duration of this tour is approx. 4 hrs., one strong Yugo can drive up the mountain with
max. 3 guests!

PRICE FROM 45 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1.010,00 KN or €135 (340,00 KN or €45 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 940,00 KN or €125 (470,00 KN or €62 per person)
Total price for one traveler - 820,00 KN or €110

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol,
parking); a drink in the mountain lodge.

YUGO & THE CREAM CAKE
Only a short Yugo drive from busy Zagreb there lies a calm and picturesque town of
Samobor. We’ll take you for a tour of this lovely city and tell you all about how it became
the center of craftsmen, culture and intellectual parties. You’ll also discover its different
traditions (from the famous carnival, to the annual poets’ gathering at the cemetery)
spiced up with two unique local tastings: wine, muštarda (a sort of mustard) with
bermet (a sort of wine) tasting in a wine cellar and the famous Samobor custard cream
cake at the main square.
Join us on this adventure, because, as the old saying goes: Sometimes, all you need is a
bite of cake and a sip of wine.
Duration of this tour is approx. 4,5 hrs., one strong Yugo can drive max. 3 guests!

PRICE FROM 52 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1160,00 KN or €155 (385 KN or €52 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 1.010,00 KN or €135 (505 KN or €68 per person)
Total price for one traveler - 820,00 KN or €110

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol,
parking); Samobor town walking tour; Samobor cream cake; special tasting: bermet,
muštarda and wine.

YUGO & THE PAST
This tour takes you back in time before Yugoslavia and shows you when and where it all
began.
More than a century ago in a little village of Kumrovec, in a farmers’ family Broz, a baby
boy named Josip was born. He was trained to become a locksmith, but instead of that, he
became one of the most important politicians of the 20th century and a life president of
Yugoslavia – better known as TITO.
Come with us for a smooth one-hour drive in a Yugo exploring Northwestern
countryside of Croatia, walk around Tito’s village – now an open-air museum – check
out the house where he was born and end the adventure by tasting local specialties in a
family run restaurant with a breathtaking view of a fairytale castle.
Duration of this tour is approx. 5 hrs., and one strong Yugo can drive max. 3 guests!

PRICE FROM 68 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1530,00 KN or €204 (510,00 KN or €68 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 1390,00 KN or €185 (695,00 KN or €93 per person)
Total price for solo travelers - 1200,00 KN or €160

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol, parking);
Tito’s village entrance and a guided tour, local snack with a drink

YUGO, WATERFALLS & MINEFIELDS
After only a 2 hours’ drive from Zagreb, we’ll take you to a magical place called Plitvice
Lakes National Park. A park known for its turquoise water, countless waterfalls, trouts
fighting the streams and travel bloggers fighting with their selfie sticks. After the visit to
the park (Upper Lakes section) and a quick lunch break, we’re taking you to a
completely different world. The world of airport runways overgrown with weeds, the
world of blown-up tunnels and minefields in the process; the world where the only
thing that lurks from the bushes are the ghosts of times past and an old Dakota airplane.
The place is known as Željava, the deserted Yugoslav air base.
This is the ultimate adventure, are you ready for it? Our Yugos are already in first gear!
Duration of this tour is approx. 9 hrs., one strong Yugo can drive max. 3 guests!

PRICE FROM 80 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1800,00 KN (€240) (600,00 KN or €80 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 1650,00 KN (€220) (825,00 KN or €110 per person)
Total price for solo travelers - 1425,00 KN or €190

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol,
parking, highway toll); Plitvice park guided walking tour, Željava site guided tour.
Tickets to Plitvice Lakes National Park are NOT included in the listed price due to
seasonal ticket price change.
NOT AVAILABLE IF THE TEMPERATURES ARE ABOVE 30 DEGREES CELSIUS
(JUNE, JULY, AUGUST)

YUGO, CAVEMEN & THE CITY OF ANGELS
On this tour we’ll take you to one of the most interesting museums in Croatia! Located at
the archeological site where the bones of Neanderthal men were discovered, this
museum opened in 2010 and will take you to a journey through history: from the Big
Bang, throughout the dinosaur era and the cavemen period to the inventions of Nikola
Tesla!
After the visit to the museum, we’ll have a stop beneath a fairytale Trakošćan castle,
we’ll pass the most notorious prison a.k.a. Croatian Alcatraz and explore the baroque
city of Varaždin. Did you know Varaždin used to be the capital of Croatia? You’ll find out
all about it and more in our adventure from the Stone Age to the City of Angels!
Duration of this tour is approx. 7 hrs., one strong Yugo can drive max. 3 guests!

PRICE FROM 68 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1530,00 KN or €204 (510,00 KN or €68 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 1390,00 KN or €185 (695,00 KN or €93 per person)
Total price for solo travelers - 1200,00 KN or €160

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol,
parking, highway toll); Neanderthal museum entrance fee; Varaždin town guided
walking tour; coffee/tea.

YUGO & THE FUTURE
If you were wondering whether Croatia has any kind of car production today – the
answer is – YES, we have Rimac’s supercars! Remember the car that Richard Hammond
crashed while filming The Grand Tour? It’s Rimac’s Concept One! And if you heard about
a new supercar that can reach the speed of 62miles per hour in 1,84 secs – It’s Rimac’s
Concept Two! Let us take you from the Yugoslav past into the Croatian future – to the
Rimac factory where these supercars and superbikes are produced, dreaming of
becoming as legendary as a good old Yugo!
Duration of this tour is approx. 5 hrs (departure from and return to Zagreb city). One
strong Yugo can drive max. 3 guests!
This tour runs only on work days, Monday to Friday, between 8am and 4pm during opening hours
of the Rimac factory. Also, due to limited factory capacities, availability of this tour is not
guaranteed – contact us and make your booking as soon as possible!

PRICE FROM 63 EUR PER PERSON!
Total price for 3 guests in one car - 1420,00 KN or €190 (475,00 KN or €63 per person)
Total price for 2 guests in one car - 1260,00 KN or €168 (630,00 KN or €84 per person)
Total price for solo travelers - 1100,00 KN or €146

Included in the listed price: experienced driver – guide; all car expenses (petrol, parking);
Rimac factory guided walking tour, Samobor city walking tour, local cake with coffee or
tea.
CURRENTLY (IN 2022) NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO RIMAC FACTORY BEING MOVED TO
A DIFFERENT LOCATION

TRANSFERS
What would be a better way to start (or end) your Croatian trip than a special private
transfer from (or to) the airport in a Yugo?! Suitcases on the back seat, music on the
radio, wind in your hair and there you go!
With style.

Starting from 13 EUR per person for Zagreb airport transfers!
From / to Zagreb airport ----------------------------------------------------------------300 KN
(€40)
*per car, max 3 guests with small hand luggage. Max 2 guests with suitcases

Also available - transfers pre request (to or from another city, train station,
bus station)

RENT-A-YUGO
(WITH THE DRIVER)
You’ve always wanted to arrive at a wedding and be noticed more than the bride? You
have wondered how it is to drive in an old-timer with a soul, but no AC in the middle of
July? You remember the radio with audio cassettes or CDs but haven’t seen them for
decades? Now you can do it all smoothly riding around continental Croatia in an old
Yugo!
Rent a Yugo for a day and have an experience of a lifetime!
Since our Yugos are vital 34-year-olds, and we have to take very good care of them,
we’re renting them with our driver, and rentals are per hour (2 hours minimum).
However, if you have any special requests regarding your Rent-a-Yugo experience, e.g.
further destinations or filming a movie or a fashion photoshoot – feel free to contact us,
we’ll create a tailor-made rental just for you!

PRICE FROM 15 EUR PER HOUR!
First 2 hrs -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 525,00 KN (€70)
incl. 30 km distance from/to the garage Kvatrić, Zagreb

Every additional hour ---------------------------------------------------------- 110,00 KN (€15)
includes additional 10km distance per hour

PAYMENT AND PICK UP INFORMATION
Accepted payment method: Payment by invoice. We don’t require a deposit and upon the
confirmed booking the guests will receive payment information (invoice number, bank account
number, ect.).
● The full amount has to be paid at the latest 48 hours before the tour (exceptions are
last minute bookings, for those payment is agreed upon request), or else the
reservation is automatically canceled. If the guests cancel the tour less than 48 hours
before - the amount is non-refundable (if the guests pay the full amount, and have to
cancel the tour more than 48 hours before - the amount is fully refundable).
● If YUGOcar Adventure (AB TRAVEL tour company) cancels the tour or requests to
modify the date or time that doesn’t suit the guests plans - the prepaid amount is fully
refunded.
Pick up point of our city tours (Yugo and the City, Yugo and Socialist city, Yugo and a Haunted
Hospital) is in front of Lisinski concert hall.
Address is: Trg Stjepana Radića 4, Zagreb.
Accessible on foot: if approaching it from the city center - the concert hall is on the other side of
the train tracks and the main train station building.
Accessible by car: GPS coordinates 45.8010185, 15.9798326. Parking is available (Paromlin
parking, 10 kn per day or in front/behind the concert hall - 10 kn for 2 hours)
Accessible with public transportation: Tram No 3, 5 and 13

For day tours (Yugo and Cream Cake, Yugo and the Past, ect.) pick up is also in front Lisinski
concert hall or at the location chosen by the guests, as long as it's vehicle accessible and within
Zagreb city center (5 km radius from the main square).
Drop off point is the same as the pick up location or at guest request (if it’s on the way back to
the pick up point and if it’s vehicle accessible)

